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your space
{ personalize
		
with elegance and simplicity

Mix and match designs and button styles with our unique finishes to ensure your system
fits your life and mirrors your personal style.
From our classic keypads to our modern LCD keypad to the new adorne(r) aesthetic, the
Vantage collection provides unlimited possibilities.
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Equinox 40
features

•

Mini-widgets combine the functionality
of thermostats, lighting, and shading
control

•

User-defined and integratorprogrammable scenes automate
one-button control

•

Swipe to reveal three profile pages
based on person, time, function, or
room

•

“No touch” scene can be programmed
to activate with motion

•

Proximity sensor wakes the keypad
upon approach

•

Programmable tactile switch can
provide traditional “on” function or
personalized scene control

•

Continuous glass LCD and intuitive
graphical user interface

•

Mini-widget combinations provide the
ideal room-based blend of climate and
scenes

•

The only system available that provides
the perfect fusion of prescribed
user interface and custom dealer
programming
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the gap
{ bridge
between form & function

The Equinox 40 LCD keypad is a beautiful and sleek on-wall touchpad with a single-layer,
graphical user interface. It provides intuitive control of lighting scenarios and climate
control, allowing you to change scenes or settings quickly and simply, even in the dark.
Given its “always-on” design, the keypad senses presence and wakes up with a simple
gesture. It’s as reliable and intuitive as a light switch but with added functionality.
It’s incredibly flexible and easy to update as users’ needs and preferences change.
Two tactile buttons can be programmed for consistent on and off functions or for
sophisticated scene control.
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adorne® keypad
features

•

Backlighting automatically adjusts
based on time of day

•

Easily see which scene is selected based
on backlit button color or intensity

•

Stunning, capacitive touchscreen —
simply tap the screen to turn lights on
and off

•

Fluid, intuitive functionality

•

Style-consistent wiring and connectivity
devices available

•

Elegant, clean lines with no unsightly
screws

(Vantage adorne keypad availability estimated for
fall 2017)
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looking for an

{ extraordinary
wireless solution?

From contemporary to artisan, create a style for every décor. Whether you prefer clean
lines with bold finishes or romantic details with touches of subtle elegance, we give you
the tools to illuminate the home of your dreams.
Whether for a retrofit, remodel, or renovation project, our wireless dimmers and keypads
offer a consistent aesthetic in a “no-new-wires” solution.
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universal dimming
station

{

features
•

Backlighting automatically adjusts
based on time of day

•

Easily see which scene is selected based
on backlit button color or intensity

•

Hidden infrared receiver allows for easy
selection of new lighting scenes via
remote control

•

Precisely dims and controls forward- or
reverse-phase lighting load types

•
•

New, discreet air gap switch
(see telescoped image)

•

Two-step painting process ensures
consistent color definition and
reflectivity

•

Laser-engraved buttons are available
with backlighting in any color

•

Sidefire LED on buttons eliminates hot
spots and provides more consistent
lighting for engraving

(Please see the note on page 14 for important color
change information)
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for the perfect lifestyle
{ ideasdesign
born from experience

With over 30 years in the industry, Vantage truly sets the bar for whole-home
lighting automation. At Vantage, our range of designs is born from blending a deep
understanding of the real-life experiences of system users, advances in technology,
materials, finishes, and the creativity gained from decades of experience. Our solutions
simplify your life, while reflecting your unique style through complete personalization and
customization of your keypad selections.
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{ choose LCD, adorne®, or classic keypad

LCD

adorne®

Classic

With a minimalistic on-wall presence,

A large selection of faceplate styles

Choose from a wide array of

the Equinox 40 LCD keypad

featuring capacitive touch buttons

finish options and button styles

maintains a signature Vantage

with Vantage technology behind

for complete personalization.

aesthetic, while delivering complete

the scenes provides consistent

Buttons are fully programmable for

room control through a unique single

control with a distinctive on-wall

customized scene control.

layer programmable interface.

aesthetic.
(Vantage adorne keypad availability
estimated for fall 2017)
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{ choose wireless or wired keypad

Wireless

Wired

Our wireless solution provides reliable “no-

Our wired solution is the simplest, quickest,

new-wires” lighting control for retrofit and

and most reliable option for new construction

light remodel projects, with a complete

and major remodel projects. Select and

selection of keypad and faceplate options.

personalize keypad and faceplate options
independent of the project type.
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{ determine your faceplate design

TrimLine II

SoftLine

Align

adorne

The TrimLine II design offers

With gently sloping edges

The Align design employs

The adorne collection’s

the most versatility, allowing

that blend into the wall,

dramatic right-angles

range of stylish, high-

you to select a trim finish

SoftLine is the perfect choice

and striking lines for a

tech solutions combines

that matches or accents

for a classic design style.

contemporary, polished finish.

accessibility, flexibility,

your faceplate finish.

and intelligence to inspire
creativity and enliven your
living spaces to a whole
new level.
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{ select a button style

EasyTouch II*

RPTouch**

Square/FineTouch**

adorne®***

EasyTouch II is available

RPTouch combines functional

Perfect for traditional and

With adorne’s stunning,

in one- to five-button

enhancements, like LED

contemporary homes,

capacitive touch face, simply

configurations. This style

backlighting in any color and

SquareTouch and FineTouch

tap the screen to turn lights

features laser engraving and

laser engraving in true-type

buttons are mechanically

on and off. Backlit button

LED backlighting available in

fonts, with an attractive,

engraved with blue/red or

color or intensity indicates

any color of your choice.

subtle design.

green/red status indicators.

scene status.

*1, 2, 3, 4, 5 button configurations
**2, 4, 6, 8 button configurations
***1, 3, or 6 button configurations
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your classic keypad
{ complete
with a unique finish

Standard Finishes

Looking for a
specific color?
Contact your
Vantage Pro
about other
custom options

Custom Finishes (extended lead time)

{
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Metal Faceplates
Arctic White

TrimLine II
SoftLine
Align

Vantage
Ivory

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

Vantage
Almond

Black
l Anodized

Painted

Chrome

Polished l Satin

Brass
l Satin

Polished

Clear
Anodized

Custom
Paint

Plastic Faceplates
TrimLine II
Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Original
Bronze

Black

Brown

Titanium

Custom
Paint

Plastic Faceplates
SoftLine
Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Brown

Vantage
Almond

Black

Custom
Paint

Trims
TrimLine II
Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Original
Bronze

Black

Oil-Rubbed
Bronze

Titanium

Buttons
EasyTouch II*
RPTouch
Arctic White

Vantage
Ivory

Original
Bronze

Black

Titanium

Brown

Vantage
Almond

Arctic White
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Vantage
Ivory

Chrome

Brass

Custom
Paint

* PLEASE NOTE

OLD COLOR		

NEW COLOR

For compatibility with other Legrand
products, the following color changes
will go into effect summer 2017 for all
EasyTouch II keypads and stations:

Arctic White (AW)		
Vantage Ivory (IV)		
Original Bronze (OB)		
Black (BK)			
Titanium (TI)		

Legrand White (LW)
Legrand Almond (LA)
Dark Bronze (DB)
Black (BK)
Nickel (NI)

Buttons
SquareTouch
FineTouch

Black
Anodized

Brown

Vantage
Almond

Black

Silver

Gold

Custom
Paint
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your adorne keypad
{ complete
with a wide range of faceplates
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Office
2168 West Grove Parkway
Suite 300
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062
800.555.9891
801.229.2800

Manufacturing
595 South 1325 West
Orem, Utah 84058

www.vantagecontrols.com
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